Forest Carbon Project: Tree Tagging and Carbon Estimation Procedure
You will need:
• measuring tape (regular or diameter tape); • metal tags (discs) numbered in sequence (buy or make);
• aluminum nails; • hammer; • pen or pencil; • worksheet (or cell phone) to record on.
https://fsht.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/carbon_inventory_worksheet_final.xlsx
Or use QR Code:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enter plot name or number and date on Carbon Inventory Worksheet.
Tag a tree with a numbered disc in sequence. Use aluminum nails.
Enter the tag/tree number on the worksheet.
Enter the tree species.
Measure the tree to get the DBH (diameter at breast height = 4-1/2' from the ground)
• with a diameter tape

or

A diameter tape shows a DBH of 18.80",
nearly 19.0". (The Carbon Estimator uses
whole numbers.)

• with a regular measuring tape:

Using a regular measuring tape: This less flexible
tape shows a circumference of 59.75". Divide
59.75 by pi (3.14) = 19.0" DBH, close to 18.80".

6. Enter the DBH on the worksheet.
7. Check the box that shows if the tree is dominant, codominant, intermediate, or suppressed.
dominant tree
A tree whose crown extends above those of
surrounding trees, which captures sunlight from
above and on one or more sides of the crown.
codominant tree
A tree that extends its crown into the canopy
and receives direct sunlight from above but
limited sunlight from the sides. One or more
sides of a codominant tree are crowded by the
crowns of dominant trees.

intermediate tree
A tree with a crown that extends into the
canopy with dominant and codominant trees.
Intermediate trees receive little direct sunlight
from above and none from the sides. Crowns
generally are small and crowded on all sides.
suppressed tree
A tree in a condition characterized by low
growth rate and low vigor as a result of
competition with overtopping trees.

8. Use the Maine Tree Carbon Estimator to find carbon in pounds for that tree. Find it with
• This QR code:
or:
• https://fsht.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/maine-tree-carbon-estimator.pdf
The Maine Tree Carbon Estimator is sequenced by DBH, starting with 6" - with species listed for each
DBH (even numbers: 6", 8", . . . 28", 30"). Carbon in pounds is given in the right-hand column.
For odd-numbered DBH, average the pounds of carbon for the DBH above and below that; for
example, for 15" DBH, average the pounds for 14" and 16".
9. Enter number of pounds of carbon for that tree on the worksheet.
10. Total the pounds of carbon in your plot. Measure again in three years.
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